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Abstract

High-resistivity polycrystalline silicon (HRPS) wafers are explored as a novel low-cost and low-loss substrate in Wafer-Level Chip-Size Packaging (WLCSP) for RF applications. The WLCSP solution we demonstrate is based on adhesive bonding of a HRPS wafer to a silicon wafer with active devices. After bonding, the IC wafer is thinned below 50 µm and selectively removed to expose its front-side contact pads. The HRPS wafer serves as a mechanical carrier, thermal spreader and vertical spacer in which vias are etched by DRIE to reach desired pads on the IC wafer. Then after a seed layer sputtering, a 5-10 µm Cu layer is plated on both wafer sides and patterned providing a back-side ground plane and large, front-side RF passives. Due to HRPS electrical properties, no dielectric isolation layer is required inside vias, simplifying the front-side processing. Solder bumping on the substrate back-side and singulation by dicing complete the processing. The presented concept enables integration of large RF passives with a spacing of >150 µm to the conductive silicon substrate containing the circuitry, while providing mechanical stability, reducing form factor and avoiding any additional RF loss. Antenna performance comparable to glass substrates and high quality factors for large spiral inductors (Q=11 at 1 GHz; 34 nH) are demonstrated. The HRPS substrates have high dielectric constant, low RF loss, high thermal conductivity, perfect thermal matching, and processing similar to the single-crystalline silicon.
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Introduction

As the demand for ever-smaller electronic systems grows, manufacturers are seeking ways to increase IC integration levels and to reduce the size and weight of IC packages. The explosive expansion of mobile electronic terminals generates strong demand for high-performance, cost-effective and miniaturized RF modules providing desired functionality. Such RF ICs have set a challenge for packaging, especially at the low-end market segment where low-cost solutions are required. The chip size package (CSP) and wafer-level packaging (WLP) resulting from this effort, have been introduced into manufacturing at an unprecedented rate.

The driving force behind is not only the reduced size and weight, but primarily the fact that the wafer-level chip-size packaging (WLCSP) technology has potential of electrical performance improvement at a comparable manufacturing cost and thus providing an improved performance-to-price ratio. The same processing steps that are used to achieve the WLP technology basic packaging goal, can be adopted for implementation of additional components e.g. high-quality passives, antennas or isolation structures or protection of MEMS structures [1]. The emerging WLP technology and related integrated passive devices (IPDs) have proven to have capabilities of significant size reduction at a comparable cost and an improved electrical performance [2], [3].

Passive devices (PDs) like spiral inductors, transmission lines or antennas integrated on low to medium resistivity silicon substrates used in RF silicon processes suffer from high substrate losses degrading the achievable quality factor [4]. The substrate influence can partly be suppressed by increasing the substrate resistivity and/or increasing the device-to-substrate vertical separation. Spiral inductors integrated at the front side also consume significant part of the die area which is therefore not available for active circuitry. This makes an integrated RF PD a rather costly component.
Solution to the both above-mentioned problems can be found in using of an additional low-loss substrate serving as a spacer (thickness >100 µm) and positioning of the PDs above the active circuitry. Practically, this can be accomplished by wafer-to-wafer bonding and through-wafer electrical interconnect. Such additional fabrication steps can be economically justified if implemented as an integral part of wafer-level packaging (WLP) and balanced by the added value of PDs having increased quality factors and reduction of the total chip area.

As a candidate for low-loss material, glass substrates are often considered. Due to their low cost, availability in a wafer form, transparency and sealing properties, they are widely applied in wafer-level packaging [5]. However, limited structuring capabilities (e.g. difficulty to make a through-substrate vias) and low thermal conductivity are the limiting factors for their application in high-performance RF ICs. High-resistivity (1-10 kΩ-cm) single crystalline float-zone silicon wafers may be used, but they are expensive and prone to surface channel effects [6].

In our previous work [7], we have shown that high-resistivity polycrystalline silicon (HRPS) is due to its comparably high dielectric constant and low dielectric losses a suitable substrate for integration of RF passive devices (e.g. transmission lines, inductors and antennas) and has potential for application in wafer-level packaging (WLP). In this work, we report our further progress in developments of an HRPS-based wafer-level chip-size package for RF applications. HRPS can be obtained from the early phase of float-zone wafer preparation (wafers from high-resistivity polysilicon rods) and is a cost-effective alternative to the high-resistivity single-crystalline silicon wafers and an ‘easy-to-process’ alternative to the glass wafers.

HRPS is proposed and characterized as a novel substrate in wafer-level packaging suitable for integration of RF passive devices. The WLP solution we introduce is based on adhesive bonding of a passive HRPS wafer to an active silicon IC wafer where the HRPS wafer serves as a mechanical carrier, thermal spreader and vertical spacer. It allows thinning and selective removal of the silicon IC substrate preserving mechanical integrity, at the same time suppressing RF substrate losses and vertical integration of high-quality passive components.

In the following section, the WLP concept based on HRPS substrate is introduced, the results on electrical and material characterization of HRPS are presented, and the fabrication sequence is discussed. In the section on RF applications, theoretical and experimental results obtained for via-connected spiral inductors, patch antennas and shielding structures are described.

**Wafer-Level Packaging Using HRPS Substrate**

Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed concept, where wafer-level chip-size packaging is used to stack HRPS substrate on top of a RF silicon IC process wafer and to integrate large, high-quality PDs on the package front side and a ground plane on the package back side. The IC wafer is thinned and selectively removed to expose its signal pads from the package back side and to provide shielding between different circuit partitions.

![Fig. 1. Schematic view of the proposed wafer-level packaging concept based on a low-loss high-resistivity polycrystalline silicon substrate enabling implementation of RF features such as through-substrate isolation trenches for crosstalk suppression, vertically-spaced large spiral inductors, a back-side ground plane, area-array bumps with low parasitics, etc.](image)

HRPS may also serve as a low-cost substrate for integration of passive networks. HRPS offers several advantages in comparison to glass, such as the higher and nearly frequency independent dielectric constant (11.7 vs. 4.8-6.2) [8] allowing for a 30%-35% more compact component integration, the >10-times higher thermal conductivity, the perfect matching of the thermal expansion coefficient to that of the integrated circuit (IC) wafer, and the full compatibility with silicon processing.

**HRPS Substrate Electrical Characterization**

HRPS wafers having diameter of 4 inch used in our experiments, were obtained from high-resistivity (~4kOhm-cm) polysilicon rods which are normally used for float-zone single-crystalline Si wafers. By avoiding the expensive float-zone crystallization step, the cost of HRPS wafers is significantly reduced, while the favorable material properties of single crystalline silicon (high thermal conductivity, comparably high dielectric constant, matched thermal expansion coefficient, easy processing) are still present. Moreover, the
polycrystalline structure of HRPS eliminates surface channel effects [6].

The substrate electrical properties were extracted from S-parameter measurements on coplanar waveguides (CPWs) and CPW T-resonators fabricated using a 2 µm Al metallization with and without 1 µm thick PECVD-oxide insulation layer. The CPW test structures were designed with different signal-ground spacings in order to achieve impedances close to 50 Ω in all cases and to allow for meaningful comparisons. CPW length of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm were used.

For comparison, the same CPW structures were also fabricated on a commercially available glass substrate AF-45 and high-resistivity monocrystalline silicon wafers with and without surface passivation [6].

The dielectric constant and the loss tangent were obtained from S-parameter measurements up to 30 GHz. Good agreement of the measured data and simulations in ADS-Momentum were obtained for all CPW structures and substrates shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Frequency dependence of the total loss of coplanar wave guides on high-resistivity polysilicon (HRPS) with and without 1 µm PECVD insulation oxide in comparison to high-resistivity mono-crystalline silicon (HRS) with and without surface passivation and to a Schott AF-45 glass substrate.

In comparison to the glass substrate Schott AF-45 (α=0.38 dB/cm), a comparably low loss figure was measured for HRPS with (α=0.44 dB/cm) and without (α=0.89 dB/cm) an insulation oxide layer at 6 GHz. The fact that a low loss tangent could be demonstrated for HRPS without an insulation oxide layer is significant, because metal vias through the HRPS substrate can therefore be built without any complicated dielectric liner formation (Fig. 1). In comparison to high-resistivity monocrystalline silicon, no additional surface passivation steps are required for HRPS. That is, because the material has an inherently high defect density (Fig. 3), suppressing any surface channel formation similarly to the surface amorphization to passivate the monocrystalline silicon [6]. Moreover, CPW T-resonators having quality factors Q=f0/f3-dB>18 demonstrated the low loss of HRPS, while eliminating any de-embedding error.

The crystallographic structure was analyzed using TEM. Fig. 3 shows as an example a bright-field TEM micrograph indicating presence and typical size of various crystallographic features.

Fig. 3. A bright-field Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) micrograph illustrating polycrystalline structure of HRPS substrates.

Fabrication sequence

The schematic fabrication sequence is shown in Fig. 4. The proposed WLCSP concept is based on silicon IC substrate transfer to a low-loss HRPS carrier using wafer-level adhesive bonding and 3-D metallization for realization of RF passives.

The bonding is done using <10µm-thick BCB layer as an adhesive [9]. First, the BCB layer is spun on the front side of a completed IC silicon wafer and then the wafer is brought into contact under vacuum conditions with HRPS substrate and bonded at pressure of 2 Bar. Next, BCB polymerization takes place at 300°C for several hours. The intermediate BCB layer poses lower demands on the wafer surface roughness than other bonding techniques, thus eliminating the need of additional planarization steps prior to bonding. The HRPS wafer has thickness of 200-500 µm and serves subsequently as a mechanical carrier. It should be noted that very thin HRPS wafers (<150 µm) are less suitable as due to the presence of an internal stress they might suffer from buckling along their periphery.

At this stage, the IC wafer with active circuitry is thinned below 50 µm and then selectively removed using wet or dry etching on places where
front side signal pads have to be exposed and cross-talk suppression trenches are to be formed. Optionally, silicon is removed underneath the spiral inductors realized at the IC wafer front-side increasing their quality factor. An additional mask step is required to define contact windows in the dielectric layer and to expose the IC metallization from the back side.

Processing then continues on the front side where >50µm diameter vias are etched in the HRPS wafer and BCB layer using DRIE with silicon dioxide as a masking layer. In this step, the contact pads on the IC wafer are exposed from the front side. Since HRPS do not require any insulation layer, metal vias through the HRPS substrate can be built without any complicated dielectric liner formation directly onto the HRPS surface.

For front- and back-side metallization additive copper electroplated process is used. A Ti/TiN diffusion barrier and a Cu seed layer are first sputtered and ~5-10µm Cu is subsequently plated using electroplated photoresist as a mask. The exposed seed layer is then removed and processing is completed by forming of the solder bumps and singulation into individual dies.

**Application for RF Silicon ICs**

The same processing steps that are used to achieve the WLP technology basic packaging goal, can be adopted for implementation of an additional functionality at no or very limited additional cost. As shown in Fig. 1, the HRPS-based WLP concept presented allows packaging of RF silicon ICs with simultaneous integration of high-quality spiral inductors, antennas or cross-talk suppression structures. In following sections, all these features will be discussed in detail.

**Substrate cross-talk suppression using trenching**

Substrate coupling draws a major concern in mixed-signal integrated circuit design. Noise generated by the noisy digital circuit can couple through the substrate into the analog/RF part (e.g. Low Noise Amplifier) and deteriorate its signal integrity. Furthermore, as the feature size decreases and clock frequency increases, the amount of substrate noise generated from digital switching activities increases dramatically, thus, making the substrate coupling become even more problematic. To overcome this problem, not merely new possibilities from the design perspective, but also the aspects of processing technology have to be considered.

The WLP concept employed in this work is based on the idea where silicon substrate is bonded to a supporting HRPS wafer, hence, mechanical
reliability is no longer an obstacle to implement isolation techniques which require substrate structuring such as thinning and trenching.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Fig. 5. Simulated isolation between two substrate contacts vs. frequency for: (a) different substrate resistivities; (b) different trench widths; and (c) an isolation trench with and without grounded backside metallization. If not mentioned otherwise a 50 μm-thick, 5Ω-cm substrate is considered.

Theoretical analysis of substrate coupling was performed by means of 2D device simulator (MEDICI) for a simplified structure consisting of a thinned silicon substrate bonded to a dielectric carrier. Optionally the silicon substrate is trenched and has back-side ground plane metallization. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results indicating influence of various factors (substrate resistivity, isolation trench width, presence of a back-side ground plane) on isolation between two single-ended substrate contacts as a function of frequency.

For experimental verification, test structures with and without through-substrate trenches were fabricated. The measurement results for samples without back-side ground plane are shown in Fig. 6.

The results achieved indicate that substrate trenching is a very effective method for cross-talk suppression at low and medium frequencies. At higher frequencies (>1GHz), trenches have to be lined by ground plane metallization to maintain their effectiveness.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Fig. 6. Measured isolation vs. frequency between two substrate contacts showing influence of a partial and a full trench (contact separation is 100 μm).

**Vertically spaced spiral inductors**

RF passive components such as spiral inductors usually occupy a large fraction of the costly chip area. A solution to this problem can come from an integration of the passive components over or under the active circuitry [10]. This can be accomplished by using a spacer substrate, having low RF loss, a high permittivity, and good thermal conductivity as accomplished in the WLP concept proposed in this study.

To demonstrate this concept, large spiral inductors (up to 34 nH) were realized on a high-resistivity polysilicon with and without 1μm thick PECVD oxide isolation layer (Fig. 8). A quality factor \(Q>10\) at 1 GHz was measured for a very large 34-nH coil \((A=820\times820 \text{ μm}^2)\) as shown in Fig. 9. It was particularly remarkable that the inductors were also functional without any dielectric isolation layer \((Q=7.5\) for a 34 nH coil).
Very small spiral inductor occupying only a small die area does not need to be vertically spaced. A better option is to integrate them directly on the RF IC wafer and during the packaging process selectively remove the silicon substrate underneath to increase their quality factor (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 7. Quality factor of a 17-nH spiral inductor (in 4-µm Al metallisation) vs. the separation of a metal ground plane for three different substrate resistivities.](image)

**Fig. 9.** Inductance and quality factor (Q) of a 34 nH inductor on a HRPS substrate with and without through-substrate vias.

**Integrated antennas**

The possibility to integrate an on-chip antenna operating at a certain frequency range is highly dependent on the required device dimensions and efficiency. Reduction of dimensions and efficiency improvement can be obtained through proper device geometry. Substrates with higher dielectric constant are favorable as they enable significant size reduction of integrated antennas [11].

To demonstrate the suitability of HRPS substrate for on-chip antenna integration a simple patch antenna was built on top of an HRPS wafer. No insulating layer between the metal patch and the substrate was applied. The design was made with HFSS FEM tool. The antenna was designed to operate in the 5-6 GHz ISM band, which yields antenna dimensions of 7.7x7.6 mm². The patch metal
layer was made with 2 µm of sputtered aluminum and the feeding was realized through a microstrip line.

For a measurement purpose, the antenna die was placed on top of a PCB substrate and the feeding microstrip line was connected to a SMA connector. The fabricated antenna prototype is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Patch antenna prototype fabricated on a HRPS substrate.

All the measurements were performed using the HP 8510 vector network analyzer, which was previously calibrated with one-port calibration. The antenna efficiency was measured using the Wheeler cap method [12]. This method is based on the measurements of the antenna input return loss when it is radiating or not radiating. The last condition is usually met with a metallic cap enclosing the antenna under test. With those measurements the efficiency can be easily computed. The antenna efficiency was also obtained from simulations and compared with the measured values.

The measured values obtained in the Wheeler cap method are plotted in Fig. 11. Antenna efficiency of 18.6 % has been extracted, which is in good agreement with the value computed by HFSS (19.6 %). The measured antenna operating frequency of 6.25 GHz, with a –10 dB return loss bandwidth of ~200 MHz also fit the simulations.

Conclusions
In conclusion, HRPS is presented and demonstrated as a low-cost material for wafer-level packaging of silicon RF ICs. HRPS provides a low RF loss, a high dielectric constant, a high thermal conductivity, good mechanical properties, and a perfect match to the integrated circuit silicon substrate in thermal expansion coefficient. Last but not least, the fabrication technology know-how available for standard single-crystalline Si substrates is directly applicable to processing of HRPS. The HRPS-based WLP concept proposed in this study enables implementation of 3-D passive structures potentially enhancing package performance. This was demonstrated on vertically spaced spiral inductors, cross-talk suppression structures and integrated patch antennas.

Fig. 11. Measured return loss versus frequency used to obtain the operating frequency, bandwidth and efficiency.
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